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NOTE: If this is your first visit here, or you're not sure how star Values works, then please feel free to check out the User Guide/frequently asked questions section! Confused by the reduction of the wheels used in this guide? Check out the Wheel Guide for photos and descriptions. When it comes to
pricing your hot wheels, there is no bible per se. There are several guides to choose from online, and in the form of a book. Take the values with a grain of salt, and take into account the current state of the economy to educated trades and sales. All of these values are approximate. Note that NCHWA
uses a pricing method called Star Value. Instead of certain dollar values, each car will be assigned a star value to indicate rarity and potential price range. There are too many variables to place a set value on any model, so instead a range will be used to indicate where that particular model might fall on
the secondary price scale. The Star Value chart will be placed at the bottom of each page for easy links. This pricing method is unique to NCHWA.com and allows artificial inhibitors on market conditions such as secondary buyer-itus and new releases. NOTE: I've added a search engine at the bottom of
this page, in case you're not sure what year a particular model was made. 1995-PRESENT #1-274 (1989-'94) 1978-1994 1968-1977 VW Drag Bus Guide Specialty sets Redline Club Limited Editions Soon! Ready, ready, play. Catch the newest Hot Wheels video here. Watch all the videos © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Barcroft MediaCar and Driver Hot Wheels celebrated their 50th anniversary in 2018 with one of their best years ever. We called our old friend and Hot Wheels fanatic Bruce Pascal to check on what has changed from last year in terms of rare and valuable cars. His
collection of more than 7,000 items is valued at just over $1 million. So he knows his stuff. What's the difference between a 10-cent toy and one that costs more than a real Porsche Taycan? According to Bruce, small-volume models in their original condition are the cream of the crop, even when their age
shows. True diamonds are models with unsized colors or wheel combinations. Pascal told us hot wheels can use up to 30 different sets of wheels a year. This is the end of the production run when the people who collect the cars start immersing themselves in different parts of the bucket. That doesn't
mean swapping parts for what you already have will turn you into a celebrity at the next Antiques Roadshow. Pascal said that just like with real cars, adding parts or Paints can really devalue the original. Cheaper Hot Wheels, known as blanks, cost a couple of dollars, most. Even if they are cheap, some
are still highly regarded by artists and set-ups who want to cut costs in their recovery efforts. With Pascal as a guide, guide, The hottest hot wheels. 22 1968 Dodge Deora - $1 Although these blanks do not burn oil, they fall under the same price range as real cars that share the same term. What they don't



hold in collectible value, they make up the demand from people who turn the restoration or change of die-cast cars into art. These wrong hot wheels are high mileage playthings, but isn't that the whole point of a toy? 21 1974 Magenta Roger Dodger with white interior - $3000 First released in 1974, Roger
Dodgers with black interior are relatively common; those with white interior color are rare, both by the photo here, and those that collectors desire. 20 1968 Brown Custom Camaro - $3000 There is no shortage of hot wheels based on the Chevrolet Camaro, which has been released in numerous forms
since its introduction as one of the original Sweet Sixteen cars. This brown-over-white version is one of the rarest, and some collectors claim that it was only ever used for store display purposes. Rare Hot Wheel Prototype Camaro Worth $100,000 19 19 1968 White Custom Camaro - $3,000 Reportedly
The First Hot Wheels Car to Make The Transition From Drawing Board to Production, The Enamel White Camaro was designed as a prototype for designers to use as a muse. Some were mistakenly packaged and shipped to stores, however, making everyone else a rare find. 18 1977 White z-whiz -
$3,000 The first Japanese imported car to be abandoned as a Hot Wheels car, the Datsun-inspired car-inspired z-whiz was released in 1977. 17 1974 Blue Rodger Dodger - The $3,000 Rarity doesn't always generate value, but in the case of the blue Rodger Dodger model, he does: It was produced in
ultra-low volumes and very desirable. 16 1972 Pink Superfine Turbine - $3500 Designed by Larry Wood, Superfine Turbine was one of three new castings released in 1973. It was reissued in 2010. 15 1969 Red Baron with white interior - The $3,500 Red Baron is one of the most popular hot wheels of all
time, and it has been in production again and again for decades. Feeling the theme yet? It is an early production model with a white interior that distinguishes this ultra-collectible Red Baron apart from those with black interiors. 14 1972 Green Open Fire - $4000 Designed by Paul Tam, Outdoor Fire is
based on the stretched AMC Gremlin. Because if there's one thing this world needs more, it was more AMC Gremlin . . . 13 1971 Red Old Men 442 with a black interior - $4500 The Olds 442 was released in the usual array of hot color wheels, but those with a combo of red exterior and black interior are
anomalies, according to many collectors, pre-produced pieces. authorities claim that there are fewer than 15 examples today. 12 1968 Pink Beatnik Bandit - $5000 Based car of the same name designed by legendary Ed Big Daddy Mouth Rat Fink fame, 1968 Beatnik Bandit was one of the original original
Sixteen hot wheels released in 1968. Available in about 18 colors, the most sought-after shade of Beatnik Bandit is this ultra-rare pink. This is the version that brings the bucks. 11 1970 Red Ferrari 312P with white interior - $5,000 Manufactured at Mattel plants in the United States and Hong Kong, the
Ferrari 312P is almost always available with a black interior. This makes examples that came with the white interior of the rarest of the bunch. 10 1971 Spectraflame Purple Bye Focal - The $6000 Hot Wheels have used numerous shades of blue, purple and magenta for their models, and it's easy for a
novice collector to confuse them all. Bone on your color wheel skills and find purple because it is the rarest of Mattel's Bye Focal colors. This Spectraflame Purple Bye Focal model is also subject to destruction, a condition in which the body or chassis develops a crack and literally begins to crumble. 9
1969 Cheetah Base with Python Body - $6000 Car that will become Hot Wheels Python, originally called Cheetah Inside the Company. It was based on Dream Rod, built by Kustom Kulture pioneer Bill Cushenbury. Before the decision was made to change the name to Python, a small number of Cheetah
prototypes were assembled, and, predictably, some of them escaped the boundaries of the Hot Wheels empire. Reportedly only in red, these cheetahs have been hunted by hot wheel collectors ever since. 8 1969 Brown '31 Woody - $8,000 Released as part of the 1969 Hot Wheels series, The Brown '31
Woody, according to some red line experts, to be extremely rare. Many assume that there are less than a few dozen, the number of which includes some prototypes. Hot Wheels Turns 50 7 1969 Ed Shaver Blue AMX - $10,000 released in the UK alone as part of Mattel's sponsorship deal with racer Ed
Shaver, this model has been on collectors' radar for years. According to experts, the only thing that distinguishes the genuine Ed Shaver AMX from the more common non-Ed razor model is graphic processing. It is therefore very important that if you come across one of these AMXs, you determine
whether the stickers are truly reproductions. 6 1971 Purple Olds 442 - $12,000 Manufactured exclusively by The Hong Kong Facility Mattel in 1971, The Purple Olds 442 is considered by many collectors not only to be the rarest Olds Hot Wheels car, but the rarest of all produced redline Hot Wheels. 5
1969 Brown Custom Charger - $13,000 Made between 1969 and 1971, the custom charger was an extremely popular model. The exception is the brown version, of which, as we know, there are only a few. Many collectors consider it a prototype, not a model of production series. 4 1969 Mad Maverick
Base at Mighty Maverick - $15,000 Everybody Knows That Mad Maverick so we focus on the important part here: the base. While there is no shortage of Mighty Maverick Hot Wheels in There are only a few with its original name, Mad Maverick, thrown on the base panel. It was changed due to a copyright
issue with rival toy maker Johnny Lightning, who previously released Mad Maverick, so the pre-name change cars are highly regarded. 3 1968 Over Chrome Camaro - $25,000 Although there are plenty of lime or antifreeze Hot Wheels, this rare antifreeze-over chrome-finish Camaro is used for
promotional purposes. Made just like a Christmas ornament, the Camaro has appeared in commercials with a higher production cost, and only 20 Hot Wheels cars with this special trim are known to exist. 2 1968 Over Chrome Mustang - $40,000 This strawberry over Chrome Mustang has something to
tell. Recently purchased at a property sale following the death of its owner, it was part of a private collection that resided with its owner in a trailer park. It is one of two models and, like the Over Chrome Camaro, was designed for advertising purposes, was only for internal use, and was never sold. How
did he get at the hands of Mattel execs to a mobile home? We'll never know. 1 1969 Pink, Rear-Loading Beach Bomb - $175,000 Widely heralded as the most collectible Hot Wheels to this day, the rear boot of Beach Bomb is a prototype that for years remains in the possession of a Mattel employee.
Unique in that its surfboard load through the rear window, the beach bomb proved too narrow and top-heavy, so the design was replaced by a slightly different version that featured a side surfboard and a full-length plastic hatch for the lower center of gravity. Although a few additional copies in different
colors managed to slip into public hands, only two versions of Pink are known to exist. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
piano.io
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